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years of Democracy,
years of Disaster Management.

S E R V I C E S

O
ver the past two 

decades, our country 

has seen massive 

improvements in the 

daily lives of its citizens: more 

homes have access to basic 

services such as clean water and 

electricity, and more people have 

proper housing. However, there 

are still areas in which much 

improvement is vital.  

The poverty and inequality 

levels in South Africa are among 

the highest in the world. According 

to Statistics South Africa data, the 

number of people living below 

the breadline stood at 10,2 million 

(45,5% of the population). This 

figure was last recorded during 

the National Census in 2011. 

Unemployment levels stood at 

24,3% when last recorded in  the  

final  quarter of 2014. The official 

unemployment rate concerns 

those who are jobless, but actively 

looking for work. Statistics 

South Africa reports that around  

4,9 million people are still 

officially unemployed. According 

to the report, the expanded 

unemployment rate (people who 

have given up looking for a job) 

currently stands at around 34,6% 

or 8,1 million people. 

Service delivery protests have 

also increased, with 226 protests 

recorded in the first 8 months  

of 2012.

South Africa’s first democratically 
elected President Nelson Rolihlahla 
Mandela casting his vote in 1994
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Cape Town  
Planet Hollywood under siege: 
The campaign of terror begins

A bomb ripped through popular 

US franchise, Planet Hollywood, 

at the V&A Waterfront in Cape 

Town. The explosion killed two 

 
An unlikely military incursion and 
a bloody nose for the SANDF

Acting president of South 

Africa, Mangosuthu Buthelezi, 

authorised an invasion of the tiny 

state of Lesotho. The government 

of the landlocked nation had asked 

for help from the Southern African 

Development Community following 

a disputed election and fears of 

an imminent coup. South Africa 

and Botswana assembled a force 

of hundreds of ground troops and 

crossed the border into Lesotho. 

Eight South African servicemen 

were killed in combat and four 

more lost their lives in invasion-

related incidents. The importance 

of elections and the roll of disaster 

management or conflict resolution 

in the aftermath of botched 

elections came heavily under 

scrutiny.

patrons and left 24 more injured. 

The attack made global headlines 

and the blast, for which no-one has 

ever been charged, emphasised the 

inability of our security services to 

respond to such incidents.1998

1998

2001 Johannesburg
A sporting tragedy: The Ellis Park 
stampede

It was billed as a celebration 

of great soccer when Ellis Park 

was packed with fans of the 

beautiful game. A capacity crowd 

had piled into the stadium for a 

Soweto derby between Kaizer 

Chiefs and Orlando Pirates. The 

day ended in the worst tragedy in 

South African sporting history. The 

equalising goal scored by Orlando 

Pirates caused the crowd to surge. 

Security guards fired teargas into 

the crowd, which created further 

panic and a stampede resulted. By 

the time the dust had settled, 43 

people were dead. Adding to the 

tragedy of the situation, emergency 

response vehicles could not enter 

the stadium because of a planning 

oversight and a total disregard for 

disaster response mechanisms.

 
A blight on the miracle of freedom: 
Xenophobic violence erupts

Prior to 1994, immigrants 

from elsewhere in Africa faced 

discrimination and violence in 

South Africa. Much of this stemmed 

from the institutionalised racism of 

the time created by apartheid. After 

democratisation  in  1994,  contrary 

to expectations, the incidence of 

xenophobia    increased.    Between 

2000  and 2008, at least 67 people 

died in what were identified as 

xenophobic attacks.

In May 2008, a series of riots left 

62 people dead, 21 of whom were 

South African citizens. The attacks 

were apparently motivated by 

xenophobia.

A series of riots in Johannesburg’s 

Alexandra Township marked the 

beginning of a nationwide orgy 

of xenophobic violence. The initial 

attacks left two people dead and 

40 injured in the township. The 

violence quickly spread, affecting 

settlements and townships across 

the country. Ultimately, 62 lives 

2001

2008

were lost in the violence, 

with most of the dead 

being foreigners.

Since then, we 

have seen xenophobic 

outbursts in a host of 

other areas. 

Editor’s note: Given the enormity 
and devastation of xenophobic 
attacks, it is mind-boggling that 
there is still a debate around  
who the primary custodian of 
this “hazard” should be. Some 
would say that the Department of 
Home Affairs is responsible, some 
would argue local government, 
whilst others would point a finger 
at SAPS. At the end of the day, 
Xenophobia is still in existence 
in South Africa, 20 years into 
democracy with no clear-cut plans 
as to how to mitigate it.
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2010 
FIFA Soccer World Cup

South Africa hosted a successful 

Soccer World Cup in 2010. People 

underestimating the scale of 

South Africa’s achievement need 

only spend a few minutes wading 

through the acres of press coverage 

preceding the event that predicted 

failure on an epic scale. There were 

fears that the stadiums would not 

be ready on time, that visiting fans 

would be taking their lives into their 

hands and a wave of stories that 

FIFA would be forced to turn to a 

“plan B”. Even a few months before 

the tournament, the Daily Star 

warned of a “machete race war” on 

the streets of South Africa.

By the end of the group stages, 

the FIFA secretary general Jerome 

Valcke felt secure enough to joke 

that South Africa had been so 

successful that it would become 

“plan B” for all future tournaments. 

There were undoubtedly teething 

problems, with some of the more 

ambitious pre-tournament claims 

so grandiose tha they could not 

possibly be met by what remains a 

football tournament. 

Few can argue against Chief 

Executive Danny Jordaan’s 

assertion that, off the pitch at least, 

South Africa delivered a unique and 

memorable World Cup, and that 

doubters had turned into believers.

 
The Marikana mine massacre

A strike at Lonmin’s Marikana 

mine in the North West Province 

quickly degenerated into a 

bloodbath. After days of tension 

and the murder of at least one 

policeman, police opened fire on 

the protesting miners using live 

ammunition. This resulted in 34 

dead and 74 injured. It was the 

most violent and bloody attack by 

police on the citizens they serve 

since the Sharpeville massacre in 

the apartheid era. The events that 

took place on that fatal day at 

Lonmin, grabbed headlines across 

the world and prompted a long-

running commission of inquiry 

aimed at discovering how things 

could have gone so horribly wrong.

2010 2012

 
A nation in mourning

The logistical planning around 

Nelson Mandela’s funeral has been 

compared to the 2010 World Cup 

opening and closing ceremonies, 

a presidential inauguration and a 

coronation all rolled into one. The 

event required the co-ordination of 

emergency, protection and other 

support services to collaborate 

with their respective efforts.

The funeral could not be rivalled, 

even by that of Pope John Paul II 

2013
in 2005, which drew five kings, 

six queens and 70 presidents and 

prime ministers, along with two 

million faith believers. The closest 

British equivalent may have been 

the 1965 state funeral of Winston 

Churchill.

Every living American president 

was expected to attend, health 

permitting, along with foreign 

dignitaries ranging from Prince 

Charles to the Zimbabwean 

President, Robert Mugabe. 

Celebrities who considered 

themselves close to Mandela, like 

Oprah Winfrey, flew in for the 

funeral.

All this needed unprecedented 

planning and created a security 

nightmare for South Africa. 

The manner in which South 

Africa rose to the challenge reflects 

its state of readiness to react to 

major incidents.

Having delivered a state funeral 

for people from all walks of life, the 

attendance of an unprecedented 

number of international leaders and 

dignitaries, negotiating effective 

road closures, accommodating 

the media world, and many more, 

it is safe to say that our level 

of readiness to deal with major 

incidents/activities has improved 

markedly over the past 20 years.
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E
ven though the Summer 

Fire Season launch 

officially starts on  

1 December every year, 

the Western Cape had already 

experienced close to 50 multi-

day fires since September 2014. 

Coupled with the worst fire season 

in seven years being recorded in 

the northern parts of South Africa, 

experts predicted a busy fire season 

for the Western Cape.

Anton Bredell, Minister of Local 

Government in the Western Cape, 

addressed delegates at the launch 

of the Western Cape’s Summer 

Fire Season on 1 December 2014 in 

Stellenbosch. Bredell stated that, 

“During the upcoming fire season, 

the strategy is to respond with the 

maximum amount of aircraft and 

ground teams to a fire in its early 

stages.” Three additional water 

bomber aircraft were deployed 

this year, giving the Western 

Cape access to twenty-six aircraft 

to assist in fighting fires across 

the province. “By gaining control 

within the first hour of the fire, the 

possibility of a major incident is 

minimised,” he added.

W
e dispel the myths 

and shed some light 

on the topic that has 

the entire country 

talking. What is load-shedding and 

why do we have it?

 When there is not enough 

electricity available to meet 

the demand from all Eskom 

customers, it may be necessary to 

interrupt supply to certain areas. 

This is called load-shedding. 

 It is different from a power outage 

that may occur for several other 

reasons.

 It is a last resort to balance 

electricity supply and demand. 

ESKOM will only apply load-

shedding when all other options 

have been exhausted.

 It is an effective way to avoid the 

total collapse of the electricity 

supply grid (a national black-out). 

If this occurs, it could be over` a 

week before power is restored to 

the entire country. 

The Western Cape Disaster 

Management and Fire & Rescue 

Service’s rapid response strategy 

is called the “First Hour Saves 

Lives” initiative. Bredell says the 

province keeps investigating ways 

to further improve and expand on 

this strategy. “For example, the 

province made the decision last 

year to increase the number of 

runways that water bombers can 

utilise across the province from 26 

to 36. This significantly improved 

the response times for the aircraft 

and meant that, even in a very busy 

season, the province approved 110 

aerial responses with a 97% first 

hour success rate. This meant that 

in the Western Cape, we manage to 

put out 97% of bush and veld fires 

within the first hour.”

The aircraft on display at 

the Stellenbosch airfield launch 

were impressive, to say the least. 

Included in the demonstration 

was a spotter plane (used to 

co-ordinate the aerial attack on 

the fire), a pair of fire bombers 

(which included a new aircraft that 

releases its payload over 700m2) 

and three Huey helicopters, used 

to transport teams as well as carry 

water in bambi buckets suspended 

underneath the fuselage.

Aerial crews are not the only 

part of the firefighting strategy. It’s 

the firefighters on the ground who 

 Before load-shedding is applied, 

Eskom makes use of:

o Gas and hydro options 

o Contracted and voluntary 

options with certain large 

customers to reduce their 

demand

During load-shedding:

 Eskom’s National Control Centre 

instructs its Distribution Regional 

Control Centres and their key 

Industrial Customers, along with 

126 municipalities about the 

Megawatts that must be shed.

 Eskom (Regional Distributor) 

and the municipalities execute 

these instructions by switching 

off individual areas for 

predetermined periods as per 

published schedules.

 The duration of load-shedding 

will depend on the specific Eskom 

region or on the Municipality, 

based on local circumstances.

Load-shedding will 
remain a last resort:

 Eskom must continue with 

the planned maintenance of 

its generation plant during 

this winter. This will enable a 

sustainable generation plant for 

the future.

 The national power system takes 

heavy strain during the evening 

peak between 5pm and 9pm in 

winter, and all hours of the day in 

the summer months.

 Eskom has published the  

schedules to better prepare 

customers in the event of 

load-shedding. Customers are  

requested to review the 

schedules and report any 

inconsistencies or concerns to 

the Eskom Contact Centre on 

0860037566/08600ESKOM or 

via loadshedding.eskom.co.za by 

clicking on the Contact Us tab.

Continue on next page

article

Western Cape  

Fire Season

do the really hard work: beating 

down the flames along the fire line, 

stopping flare-ups, and ensuring 

that property is protected and 

damage is limited.

The Western Cape Disaster 

Management directorate is 

proud of its partnerships with 

the following agencies where 

some of the firefighters are 

based: CapeNature (eight teams), 

SANParks (three teams), Southern 

Cape Fire Protection Association 

(FPA) (eight teams), Overberg 

District Municipality (two teams), 

Cape Peninsula FPA (two teams), 

Greater Cederberg FPA (three 

teams), Tulbagh/Wolseley FPA 

(one team) and City of Cape Town 

Nature Conservation (one team).

During the 2014-2015 fire season, 

the following resources were 

available to District Municipalities, 

Fire Services and FPAs:

 26 aircraft (11 helicopters, six 

fixed-wing bombers and nine 

spotters) based in Tulbagh, 

Porterville, Stilbaai, Donkerhoek, 

Stellenbosch, Newlands, Knysna, 

Bredasdorp and Plettenbergbay

  820 fully-trained firefighters 

based at 28 venues across the 

Western Cape

  5 000 firefighters from across 

the country that can be deployed 

to the Western Cape, should the 

need arise.

What is 

load-shedding? 
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W
estern Cape Disaster 

Management will 

roll out the annual 

Fire and Flood 

Awareness Campaign across 

the five district municipalities. 

The roadshow aims to mitigate 

the prevalence of fire and flood 

related incidents/disasters that 

cause injury, loss of life, damage 

to property and displacement of 

people.

A 30-minute industrial theatre 

piece is used to educate target 

audiences on the dangers of fires, 

floods and other hazards. Primary 

schools in rural areas vulnerable 

to these hazards are the main 

target audience and are selected 

in conjunction with Local & District 

Municipalities. The campaign 

teaches preventative measures, 

actions to be taken in case of 

these emergencies, as well as the 

emergency numbers (10177 from a 

landline and 112 from a cell phone). 

This campaign is used during the 

fire season to try and minimise 

unnecessary fires. 

In addition to the play, pupils 

are provided with informative 

pamphlets, classroom posters, as 

well as stationery such as pens, 

pencils, rulers and bookmark that 

all contain the emergency numbers 

and information learnt during the 

play. Local Fire Rescue Services 

also attend the shows to engage 

with the pupils.  

The Fire and Flood Awareness 

Campaign was first launched in 

2006 and this will be its 8th run. 

The 2015 campaign will target 

vulnerable and rural communities, 

travelling to areas previously not 

visited. 

Gerry the Giraffe, the campaign’s 

official mascot, will be back to 

entertain adults and children alike. 

With his long neck, Gerry can 

spot a disaster from miles away 

and enforces the message of 

preparedness.

To date, the 2014/15 campaign 

has reached 26 schools amounting 

to 11 489 pupils:

Central Karoo District:

2015/01/28 Matjiesfontein: 
Matjiesfontein PS ±90 0235613027 10:00

Laingsburg: 
Buffelsriver PS ±28 0235511337 12:00

2015/01/29 Laingsburg:  
Acasia PS ±400 0235511191 08:00

Baartmansfontein PS ±40 0235815023 12:00

Eden District:

2015/02/03 Mosselbay:  
Buffelsfontein PS ±45 0446991145 09:00

 Friemersheim PS ±215 0446966883 11:00

2015/02/04 Riversdale:  
Volschenk PS ±550 028713106 09:00

2015/02/05 Goedgegun PS ±40 0287131939 09:00

 Palmietrivier PS ±40 0287133342 11:00

West Coast District:

2015/02/10 Cederburg:  
Kweekkraal PS ±140 0229213631 08:30

 Wupperthal  
Moravian PS ±220 0274923370 12:00

2015/02/11 Saldanha:  
Diazville PS ±1268 0227141645 09:00

 St. Helena Baai PS ±810 0227361022 12:00

2015/02/12 Vredenburg PS  
(Gr 4-7) ±575 0227131161 09:00

 Vredenburg PS  
(Gr 1-3) ±444  10:15

Cape Winelands District:

2015/02/17 Robertson:  
De Villiers PS ±812 0236262465 09:00

 Le Chasseur PS ±184 0236263996 11:00

2015/02/18 Ceres: Mooiutsig PS ±750 0233155820 09:00

 Wolsley:  
Witzenburg PS ±785 0232310138 11:00

2015/02/19 Gouda:  
Barkerville PS ±531 023230019 09:00

Overberg District:

2015/02/24 Hermanus  
Private School ±45 0283124301 09:00

 Lukhanyo PS ±1200 0283121552 11:00

2015/02/25 Okkie Smuts PS ±205 0283410611 09:00

 Gansbaai PS ±574 0283840061 11:30

Last three shows at: Mosselbay (2) & Oudtshoorn (1)

2015/03/04 Mosselbay:  
Great Brak PS ±960 0446202541 09:00

 Herberdale PS ±170 0446511680 11:00

2015/03/05 Oudtshoorn:  
Rooiheuwel PS ±85 0442726829 09:00

The campaign was in collaboration with the local 

authorities (Fire Brigade Services, Local Disaster 

Management Authorities and District Disaster 

Management).

All school principals went on record, recommending 

the continuation of the campaign to reach more 

schools and the inclusion of the content into their life-

orientation subject for all grades.

4 actions for 4 hours 
to save power during 
peak hours:
1. Switch off geyser, electric 

heater and pool pump 

between 5pm and 9pm 

every day.

2. Switch off non-essential 

appliances and lighting.

3. Look at alternative heating 

solutions.

4. Respond to the power 

alerts and power bulletin 

updates.

Interpreting the  
load-shedding stages 
Three schedules have now 

been developed based on the 

risk levels to ensure that load-

shedding is applied in a fair and 

equitable manner:

 Stage 1 allows for up to 

1  000  MW of the national 

load to be shed

 Stage 2 allows for up to 

2  000  MW of the national 

load to be shed

 Stage 3 allows for up to 

4  000  MW of the national 

load to be shed

In most instances, load-

shedding will be implemented in 

2-hour slots (with an additional 

30 minutes for switching 

between areas) between 5am 

and 9.30pm. You may thus be 

without electricity for up to 2,5 

hours.

For any further information, 

please contact ESKOM at:

086 00 ESKOM
086 00 37566

article

Fire and Flood  
Awareness Campaign  
2014/15 
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Kenny
Where are you from 
originally?  
I was born and raised in Cape 

Town, however, my family is 

originally from Lamberts Bay – 

350km outside Cape Town.

What are your 
qualifications?

2005 – MDP: Post Grad Diploma in 

Business Administration (UWC) 

2008 – BComm (Hons) Degree 

focus on Business Management 

(UWC)

2009 – (EESA) Entrepreneurship 

and Empowerment in SA (University 

of Oklahoma)

When did you join the 
team? 
I joined the team in February of 

this year.

What is your role? 
I have been appointed as the 

Office Manager in the Office of 

the Chief Director: Municipal 

Performance Monitoring and 

Support.

How would you describe 
your time with team?
From the moment I walked in, 

every single person working for 

Disaster Management has been 

extremely helpful and kind.  Never 

in a million years would I have 

imagined landing a job that was 

so perfectly suited to me. This is a 

blessing from God.

Marlene
Where are you from 
originally?  
I am a born and bred Cape Town 

girl, and can’t think of a more 

beautiful place to have spent my 

life.

What are your 
qualifications?
I have a National Diploma and 

B-Tech in Public Management, 

along with a Disaster Management 

Diploma from Unisa.

When did you join the 
team? 
I have been a part of the team since 

September 2000.

What is your role?
I recently moved from the 

Recovery Unit which falls under 

the Operations Directorate to join 

the Institutional Capacity unit as 

Assistant Director. In my new role,  

I will be involved with the Provincial 

Disaster Management Annual 

report, Eagle’s View Newsletter 

and Local Government Disaster 

Management IGR 2014/2015.

How would you describe 
your time with team?
What I have learnt I will always 

keep with me and continue to 

utilise it to do what we are meant 

to do as public servants – SERVE 

THE PUBLIC.

Marius
Where are you from 
originally?  
I’m from Somerset West – born and 

bred Cape Town boytjie.

What are your 
qualifications?
I’ve got a degree in Social Dynamics, 

Honours Degree in Psychology 

and a Masters Degree in Disaster 

Management.

When did you join the 
team?
I’ve been working for Disaster 

Management since November last 

year.

What is your role?
I’m a technical intern assisting the 

Risk Reduction Directorate.

How would you describe 
your time with team?
My experience thus far has been 

amazing. I’m fortunate to work 

with so many knowledgeable and 

supportive people. Our progressive 

work environment offers me the 

perfect opportunity for further 

personal and career development.

article article

What was the driving 
force behind your interest 
in disaster management?
I grew up in Worcester in the 

Cape Winelands where I was in 

contact with hearing- and vision-

impaired children from the De la 

Bat and Pioneer schools. I realised 

that there were people around 

me who had immense challenges 

to contend with and that I was 

able to help. I remember taking a 

blind friend to “see” the impressive 

“preekstoel” in the Worcester 

Moedergemeente using his hands, 

and the profound impact that 

experience had on me. 

When the 1994 elections came I 

was a young officer completing my 

studies at the Military Academy 

in Saldanha. At first I gravitated 

towards counter-intelligence, but 

as I continued my studies in Public 

and Development Management, 

I became aware of other areas 

which promised adventure, new 

challenges requiring creativity and 

the opportunity to more directly 

help others.  In 1998, the same 

year as the publishing of the Green 

Paper on Disaster Management, 

an opportunity opened up at the 

Cape Metropolitan Council for a 

marketing and liaison person in 

the Disaster Management unit. I 

jumped at the opportunity. Geoff 

Laskey took me in as a raw recruit, 

giving me the opportunity to 

Newly-appointed President of DMISA 

Johan Minnie took time out of his 

extremely busy schedule to reflect upon 

the things that motivate him, as well 

as his vision for the future of Disaster 

Management. 

grow and develop as a disaster 

management professional. 

What is your view of 
disaster management  
in SA?
Disaster Management in South 

Africa has come a long way 

since 1998, but I believe the good 

intentions in the Green Paper, 

White Paper, Act and Framework 

have not yet been realised.  While 

the hazards we are faced with are 

increasing, the energy that came 

with the promulgation of the Act 

and Framework back in 2002 and 

2005 seems to have dissipated. 

Our country needs to invest more 

in this endeavour, but each disaster 

management professional must 

also invest themselves by working 

harder and smarter towards 

achieving disaster risk reduction.

What goals do you have 
as president of DMISA?
I think the professionalisation 

and recognition of the discipline 

is a central goal of DMISA at the 

moment. I believe that DMISA 

needs to work on three key 

goals: firstly, our core business is 

supporting the discipline and those 

on the ground. Secondly, we need 

to ensure that our practitioners 

are equipped, qualified and 

recognised. And finally, I want 

to ensure that DMISA builds its 

visibility and reputation.  

Any words of wisdom 
for disaster management 
practitioners.
As Disaster Management 

professionals we tend to be 

very operational and focused 

on preparedness and response. 

As a result, we lose the focus 

on strategic risk reduction. With 

limited resources, few of us have 

the luxury of taking a step back 

from the day-to-day grind to truly 

really reflect on how well we are 

doing what we need to do. I think 

we need to focus on doing good 

and doing it well.


